About us
No:mad Group is from Czech republic and was founded in 2011. It associates people interested in a wide range
of fields from science and technology, cosmonautics, to astronomy, nature and space itself. Its key aim is
through the preparation of projects and experiments in above-mentioned areas to break down the boundaries of
conventional thinking, develop their own and others’ imagination and discover new horizons of knowledge and
knowing.
The name of the group combines the word "nomad", which refers to travelling, unboundedness and defiance
against staid life, passivity and triviality, and combination of English words "no mad", meaning not crazy.
Exactly such will be our projects - original, unusual and perhaps eccentric, even though some will perceived it as
crazy, you can be sure that we definitely not. Just as a nomad disturbs the silence in the paths of the world, we
will tease the silence on the paths of your imagination.
More information: www.tichopopesine.cz

About project
Just imagine your flash memory how it travels from state to state, from men to another men and everyone can
upload and download just as he or she wants. In flashsurfing the flash memory is becoming a modern message
in bottle and as well as with bottle nobody know where the sea streams take it, nobody also know how many
people will get in touch with our flash memory. We have sent two memories in the world - one to Copenhagen
(Denmark) and second to Jerusalem (Israel/Palestine). Its following journey is up to receivers in these cities. The
only rule is that the route must be directed in way that both flash memories will run around the world and get
back to us just after they fulfil their mission. The purpose of this experiment is to mobilize people in different
countries around the world to share and create the content of the special flash memory to prove the
cooperational spirit of all good people.
More information: www.tichopopesine.cz

